Mr. Darshan Madhukar Nerkar
'RimZim', Plot no. 5, R.K.Patel Nagar, Amalner, Dist. Jalgaon, Maharashtra 425401
nerkardarshan@gmail.com +91 98928 72134

Objective

To work in challenging environment for organizational as well as
individual growth and to niche out a career in design with creative
Edge and management capabilities.

Profile

- A highly creative team member, able to brainstorm new ideas and
deliver concepts and presentation with clarity and confidence.
- A skilled listener with observational and analytical capabilities,
able to assess needs and develop products that achieve results for
Diverse clientele.
- An organised and detail oriented professional with good interpersonal
and intrapersonal skills, know how and flexibility.

Professional
Qualification

- Master of Design (Industrial Design)
Industrial Design Centre (IDC) IIT Bombay, Mumbai (2007-2009)
Major Projects
- Form exploration - Kitchen Appliances (Project III)
- Lifestyle products (Special project)
- Indian sitting style furniture for contemporary lifestyle (Project II)
- Remote research project carried out with students of IIT Chicago, USA Designed a mobile Tamale vending cart (Group work)
- Auto styling - Electric two wheeler for CEO (Elective - Group work)
- Semantics studies (Elective)
- LED light source for trekkers

- Bachelor of Architecture
B.K.P.S. College of Architecture, University of Pune (2000-2005)

Areas of
Interest

Furniture Design, Consumer durables, Consumer products, Lifestyle
products, Eco-friendly Products, Interior design, Product detailing,
Strategic planning and development
Music, Books, People and exploring new things are the other areas
Of interest.
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Professional
experience

May 2008

Summer Project
Tanla Solutions Ltd. Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh.

June 2005 to June 2006 Architect
Origene Design, Pune, Maharashtra.
Was involved in the projects from ideation stage to the completion stage
including making relevant drawings, getting approvals from client, site
supervision and co-ordination.

Achievements:
- Won the “AESA Award 2006” in the category of 'The best residential interiors'.
- Won the “AESA Award 2005” for the Conch Farmhouse at Bhugaon; in the
category of 'The most beautiful un-built structure'

May 2003 to Sept 2003

Architectural Internship
Environs - Architects and Planners, Pune.

Linguistic
skills

English, Hindi and Marathi (Reading and writing)

Skill set

Model making, Sketching and hand rendering, AutoCad, CorelDraw,
Photoshop, Rhinoceros (Basic), MS Office, MS Projects

Extra
curricular
activities

- Was a part of the IIT Bombay team which won the third prize for the
cultural show ‘Adaa’ at Mood Indigo 2009.
- Headed a team of 40 students for the annual college exhibition
“Vaasturekha 2003.”
- Has worked as a volunteer for the Indian Institute of Architects, Pune
chapter in the year 2003.
- Was a part of the editorial committee of college magazine
“Vaastuvidhan 2002.”
- Collecting matchboxes - Own a collection of about 1200 odd matchboxes
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